Aberrations of spherocylindrical spectacle lenses.
A procedure has been developed for tracing a bundle of rays through and ophthalmic lens and a schematic eye with its primary line of sight pointed through various parts of the lens. A bundle of eight rays can provide data for assessing the quality of the image formed by such a system. To test the procedure and to generate data which can help in selecting a method for evaluating image quality, we selected a single lens as an example. The lens selected has a spherical back surface (-5.00 diopters) and a toric front surface (+15.00 diopters in the vertical and /10.00 diopters in the horizontal). It has a center thickness of 5 mm and glass of index 1.523. Spot diagrams were generated with the eye pointed in various directions through the ophthalmic lens. The data generated showed that peripheral bundles which fall between the principal meridians emerge as astigmatic bundles. This leads to the proposal that blur circle theory can be used for evaluating the quality of the optical image and that it suffices in the case of a spherocylindrical ophthalmic lens to base the tolerances for refractive power on measurements made in the principal meridians.